
Carefully study the three spelling words on page 5. Write
them on another paper without looking. Then you may check
them. If they are right, color the star.

17.

Lesson 2

From Letters to Words
Words are made with letters. Without letters, there

would be no words. Without words, there would be no
books to read. We could not tell other
people what we think.

We use words in many ways. We use
them to name things we see. We can see
a tiger, a lady, or a lake.

We use words to show action.
We can run, or sit, or talk.

We use words to describe things. We
may see a pretty picture, a little kitten, or a big barn.
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Look at the picture. Think
about what is happening.

Tell about the picture.
Write a word that . . .

1. names acts describes

Have and Had
The verbs have and had have different meanings. Use

have when talking about something that is happening
now. Use had when something has already happened.

I have the ball.

I had the ball.
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Underline the right word in each sentence.

2. Mom had, have picked the peas this morning.

3. Now we had, have many peas to shell.

4. Last night we had, have a bad thunderstorm.

5. Yesterday we had, have red beets for dinner.

Circle the correct word to finish each sentence.

6. The children was, were playing in the sand.

7. The pup is, are under the house.

8. I am, are shelling peas on the porch.

Divide the prefix and the root word. Then divide the root
word and the suffix.

9. un load ing be long ing de l ight fu l reminded

10. express ly awai t ed en joyment unbeat en

How you sit or stand is called posture. You can have
good or poor posture. Good posture will make you feel
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more like doing your best. If you do not use good
posture, it will be harder to do your best.

Say this word to someone.

Show your teacher that you know what good posture is.
When your teacher says you are using good posture, you
may color the star.

11.

The vowels you will write today are formed as circles
or parts of circles.
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posture (p4s•chßr) how one sits or stands
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Carefully write each vowel two times.

12. o a e
Neatly write a word to finish the sentence. Put a period.

13. How we sit or stand is called                                            

A Look at Our Spelling Words

Z buzzes like a bee.

Sometimes s buzzes too.

Write the spelling words with z that says z.

14.
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son zips cats fins it’s

dashes jets kits misses buzzes

dresses buses sits matches boxes

WORDS TO SPELL 1
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Write a spelling word with an s that says z. Do not use a
word that ends with es.

15.

Write the spelling word that is a contraction.
Then write the two little words it comes from.

16.

Lesson 3

Language, a Gift From God
God made people in a wonderful way. He made us so

we can talk, smile, or cry. We can say how we think or
feel. We can understand what other people tell us.

When we talk, we are using a 
wonderful gift God has given us. It is 
the gift of language. We can use this 
gift to tell other people about God’s 
love. We can use it to make people 
happy.

Write something on the lines on the next page that you could
say to make someone happy.

Lessons 2, 3



1.

Today there are many languages in the
world. Long, long ago there was only one.
Everyone could understand everyone else.

The people wanted to make a tower. They
wanted it to reach to the sky. God did not
like this, so one day something happened.
He changed their language. Some people
talked one language. Other people talked
another language. Now they could not
understand each other. The tower was 
never finished.

Write a word to finish each sentence.

2. is a gift from God.

3. Today there are languages.

Say the word to someone.
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language (l1n•gw3j) sounds and words that mean 
something to others
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Match the phrases to the words.

4. how we sit or stand•

5. sounds and words that mean•
something to others

6. a page with titles and page numbers•

7. short test to tell how well you•
remember what you studied

Divide the root word and suffix.

8. fa l l en     louder      co ld est      k ind ly      joy fu l

Box the prefix and underline the root word.

9. d ismiss     away     ins ide     un just      reward

Underline the right word in each sentence.

10. Jane was, were at her grandpa’s house last week.

11. Yesterday we had, have a fun time at the park.

12. Dad will had, have to milk the cows.

13. Jack and Sue had, have the chicken pox last month.

14. I had, have a new Bible with me today.

15. Ronnie is, are tired from riding bike.

• table of
contents

• posture

• language

• quiz
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Good posture makes you feel more like
working and doing your work well. When you
use good posture, you do not tire as quickly.

When writing alphabet letters, remember that
some have straight lines and some have slanted
lines. Some letters have circles or parts of
circles. The letters in the words you will write today 
live on one space.

Write the words from the box on the lines. Have your teacher
see if you are using good posture.

16.

14
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view      ox      wax      zoo
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When a word ends with 
sh, ch, x, z, or s, make it plural 

by adding es to the end of the word.
N N
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Write s or es to finish each word.

17. zip buzz cat sit

18. miss jet match kit

19. dash dress fin box

Write son. Circle the letter that has the ß sound.

20.

Underline the sentence that answers the question.

21. Why is kit spelled with a k?

a. It is a one-syllable word.

b. An i follows the k sound.

c. It ends with t.

Lesson 4

We Talk and Write
Language is a wonderful gift from God. We

communicate by using language. When we talk 
or write, we communicate.
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